RABBIT Information: What do you go home with?
Lionheads:
Pet Rabbits will go home with transitional feed, care sheet and Birth Certificate.
Brood/Show Quality will be sent with transitional feed and full Pedigree.
We do NOT list prices for various reasons.

Typically Lionheads start at $100+
(at times we may have some for less-please inquire about what is available)

This is based on our breeding of our current stock. Lionheads are beautiful but require more
daily care than other breeds. Please understand LH care PRIOR to purchasing!
We do not breed to have pet rabbits for sale. Breeding is done with the intent of having
show quality rabbits. That does not mean there is anything genetically wrong with the “pet”
rabbit. It means the rabbit does not meet the Breed Standard for showing and therefor is
going to a pet home; same as any other species that is shown.

Mini Lops:
Pet Rabbits will go home with transitional feed, care sheet and Birth Certificate.
Brood/Show Quality will be sent with transitional feed and full Pedigree.
We do NOT list prices for various reasons.

Typically Mini Lops start at $75+
(at times we may have some for less-please inquire about what is available)

This is based on our breeding of our current stock. We do not breed to have pet rabbits for
sale. Breeding is done with the intent of having show quality rabbits. That does not mean
there is anything genetically wrong with the “pet” rabbit. It means the rabbit does not meet
the Breed Standard for showing and therefor is going to a pet home; same as any other
species that is shown.

*Please be sure to read our Sales Policy listed at the bottom of this page*

Pitter Patter Rabbitry

Breed: _________________________ Sex:
buck doe
Color:__________________________________________ D.O.B.:______________________
Ear Tattoo: _______ Price: $____________
Suitable For:

Pet

Pedigree Provided:

Show
Yes

No

Brood
FULL Pedigree

PARTIAL Pedigree

Registered: _________

This contract is between: SELLER_______________________________________BUYER____________________________________________
SALES POLICY
Pitter Patter Rabbitry reserves the right to withdraw from a sale at any time, for any reason. If
we decide to withdraw from the sale and the customer has paid a deposit, the deposit will be
returned.


A non-refundable deposit of 50% of the purchase price is required to hold a rabbit,
and must be received within 5 days (or an agreed upon date). The deposit is nonrefundable. If the rabbit unexpectedly gets sick or dies while in my care, then a
full refund can be made or the deposit can be applied to another rabbit, which ever
you would prefer. We are willing to transport rabbits to shows we are attending at no
charge. We do not ship our bunnies. We do NOT hold rabbits without a deposit. Once
the deposit is placed, your rabbit becomes reserved.



No sales will be made to a minor. If you are under the age of 18 please
have your parent or legal guardian contact us about purchasing a bunny.




If purchasing a brood rabbit, we cannot guarantee how it will reproduce.
If purchasing a show rabbit, we cannot guarantee that it will be a winning rabbit; just that it is
a show quality rabbit in our opinion.



If you are buying as a pet, you will not be sold two of the opposite sex rabbits to be
housed in the same house, if it is a pet, it is not meant to be bred. Pedigrees are not
sold with rabbits that are of pet quality as those rabbits are not meant for breeding
for betterment of the breed.
All of ours are purebred; we do not sell or breed mixes.




All rabbits MUST be 8 weeks or older before leaving our rabbitry. NO exceptions.

Your rabbit is guaranteed to be healthy at time of sale and is your responsibility to check the rabbit
over to be sure there are no problems at the time of sale.







Under NO circumstances will we sell a rabbit that appears to be sick or have any health
issues.
After the rabbit is in your possession, Pitter Patter Rabbitry is no longer responsible for
anything that happens while it is in your care. When the rabbit or rabbits leave, there will be
NO REUNDS or replacements unless otherwise discussed.
We will not be responsible for any vet bills incurred by rabbits that have been sold.

We do our best to check sexes. Please make sure you check your rabbit upon pick up,
mistakes can happen. It can be very difficult to sex a rabbit; even most experienced
breeders/judges make mistakes.

To maintain the health and well-being of the rabbit, BUYER agrees to feed the same brand of feed that
the SELLER has been feeding for no less than one week, and in the event that BUYER chooses to change
brands the switch must be made slowly over the course of no less than one week. Failure to do so could
result in illness or death of the rabbit for which the SELLER claims no responsibility.

*If for ANY reason you cannot keep or take care of your pet bunny anymore, we ask that you
please bring it back to us. No refunds will be given, but we will make sure the bunny is
properly re-homed.
•

If at any time the BUYER can no longer retain possession of this rabbit, the SELLER is to be
notified and given first option of resuming full ownership of the rabbit. SELLER will reclaim all
rabbits on a “no questions asked” policy. Under no circumstances will this rabbit be sold, leased,
traded or given away to any pet shop, research laboratory, animal shelter or similar facility. No
refunds will be made.

The preceding paragraphs contain conditions established to ensure the well-being of the rabbit from
Pitter Patter Rabbitry and a reputable quality of rabbit that we have established. The BUYER’s
agreements will continue for the rabbit’s life and the SELLER will have the right to enforce the
agreements.
Signature of SELLER_____________________________________date:__________________________
Signature of BUYER _____________________________________date:__________________________

Available - in need of a loving home
Holdback/Watching- waiting to watch development for potential
Hold – deposit made (you may inquire just in case the buyer changes their mind)
Sold - paid for and awaiting pick up

*If paying by paypal or sending a deposit using Paypal, the paypal
email is: staceyacurley@yahoo.com
PLEASE use the family and friends feature OR add the 4% service
charge if using any other method, thanks!
Cash or Money orders are also accepted, no personal checks, thank
you.

As mentioned our prices vary depending on
breed/type/sex/color/quality.
A pet is not sold with a pedigree and should not be bred, the price
reflects that as well.

